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On the Exploitation and Utilization of Agricultural Scientech Information

DING Jincheng

Institute of Scientech Information
Tianjin Academy of Agricultural Sciences
Tianjin, China

Abstract

In the course of the 'two changes' realized in China's agriculture, the information services of agricultural scientech have been appearing to be more and more important. The main contradiction between information collection and utilization must be solved in agri-scientech informational research. The regional information research unit of agri-scientech should address agricultural production in the local area. Its informational work is to pay particular attention to serve the specialized agricultural scientech household, so the service function of scientech information must be stressed further.

The exploitation and utilization of agri-scientech information, means to activate the information into actual techniques, and to transfer the actual techniques into productive forces. The "activating" and "transferring" are determined by the characteristics of farm production and the conditions of economic techniques in China. The information service should combine information collection and research with information exploitation and utilization, introduce this information work to commodity production fields in the countryside, implement rewarding services, promote the development of agricultural production, and attain the economic and social efficiency of information service, which is not only the starting point but also the end-result of agri-scientech information work.

I. Strengthen the Service Function

It is in an era when a revolution in new techniques is developing vigorously in the world, that China's agriculture is realizing the course of "two changes." The dependence of agricultural production on agri-scientech developments are appearing to be more and more and more necessary. So it is more and more important to do a good job in agri-scientech information service. The main contradiction throughout the process of agri-scientech information work lies between information collection and information utilization. And the key challenge is how to help the user utilize information. Therefore, the information service must adopt different methods to serve different targets and use various ways and methods to satisfy the user's basic needs for scientech information. So it is not only the starting point but also the end-result for an information service to establish and perfect a suitable information service system, to fully exert the work efficiency of scientech information personnel, to attain better information effects and economic benefit, to make a fruitful contribution to the economic construction in the countryside.
As the regional information research unit of agri-scientech should address the agricultural production of its local area, its information service should pay particular attention to the "specialized agricultural scientech household." The economic development of the countryside depends both on economic policy and on science and technology. The specialized agricultural scientech households are very interested in science, and require accurate scientech information. Supplying information services and scientech consultation for these specialized agri-scientech households will greatly promote the development of commodity production in rural areas and speed the realization of the "two changes." The transformation of information service will inevitably strengthen the function of scientech information services. The consulting function must move from its original reference nature to one of insurance; the former free service must transform into a fee-based service. Therefore, information service must be seen as a business with intelligent work as its capital. It can help the user seek the greatest economic efficiency, and assume the responsibility for the techniques and the economy, so it is reasonable to be paid a certain amount of money. Thus, the relationship between information personnel and users is not limited only to supply and demand, but also a new relationship has developed that combines information personnel and users under the overall aim of developing the economy of the countryside, and it is also the bridge to transfer agricultural scientech information into productive forces.

II. Activation and Transfer

Information service is one means to transfer scientech information into productive forces. The agricultural information service is an important medium that combines science and technology with agricultural production in order to raise agricultural productive forces and economic efficiency.

One of the objectives of exploitation and utilization of agri-scientech information is to activate the information into practical techniques, the other is to transfer the practical techniques into productive forces. The "activation" and "transfer" are decided by the characteristics of farm production and the conditions of economic techniques in the rural areas. First, the agricultural production cycle is long, and to a great extent, it is restricted by natural conditions. Second, the development of an agricultural economy is not balanced, the difference in productive conditions is very large, the peasants' scientific advancement is lower and the peasants lack the policy-making ability that they need to carry out commodity production; and third, at present the system for countryside commodity production is not perfect, and the information transmitting channel is not smooth. Under these circumstances, the key that the information services must find is how to transfer the scientech information into productive forces, and how to help the user make use of the information.

In the past few years, the information work in our institute has transferred from pure information collection and reporting to a multi-functional service of information collection--experimental digestion (activating)--technique training--technique consulting--directional service--commodity production. Which means that information collection and service have been combined with information exploitation and utiliza-
tion. The scientech information work has been directly introduced to commodity production fields in the countryside, implementing fee-based services, and attaining the economic and social efficiency of information service. This is the way of the future in information exploitation.

The transferring of agricultural scientech information should be divided into two steps: (1) Collecting the information and activating it rapidly into actual techniques. In the light of local conditions, potential scientech information was collected, then it was activated into actual techniques; (2) Transferring the actual technique into productive forces. By various methods of training, consulting and servicing, etc., to popularize the actual technique, the actual technique is mastered by the users (peasants), then it is used to develop commodity production, to heighten the economic and social efficiency. Activating and transferring makes up the main body of scientech information exploitation. It has been proven that it is an effective way for agricultural scientech information work to address economic construction in the countryside.

The information activating is decided by three factors: (1) The importance of the information for the agricultural production and development of the economy in local countryside, (2) The economic and social efficiency of exploitation of the information, (3) The possibility of information exploitation. For example, after thinking over these three factors, our institute decided on activating scientech information on an edible fungi, Ampullaria gigas Spix. Through experiment and practice, the newest practical techniques that are suited to planting and breeding in our city have been developed.

III. Exploitation and Utilization

Through information activation, we’ve developed practical techniques including interplanting of Pleurotus membranes in maize fields, Pleurotus ostreatus in apple orchards and growing of Pleurotus ostreatus in outdoor beds during the high temperature season. Interplanting P. membranes in maize fields has been successful, the output of the maize increased 15% and the P. membranes yielded 2300 kg, the rate of biological transformation is 115%, the net income per hectare increased 2,200 yuan. The fruit body yield per square meter of edible fungi grown in outdoor beds is 22 kg, the rate of biological transformation is 110%, the net income per square meter is 20 yuan. The successful practical technique of growing edible fungi in outdoor beds can omit the room cost, and make it possible to produce edible fungi during the hot season.

In order to speed the transformation, exploitation and use of activated information--practical technique, our institute has run nineteen training courses, and 1,089 peasants have been trained in two years. Once the students learned techniques to cultivate edible fungi, they all bought edible fungi seed and production materials from our institute and got better economic efficiency after they were put into operation. The yearly income of some of the students has reached over 20,000 yuan. According to statistics, the area planted in edible fungi in Tianjin municipality in 1988 was 33 thousand square meters, two times more than that in 1985, the edible fruit yield per year was over 500 thousand kg. The total output value reached over 1,000,000 yuan. Through information exploita-
tion, edible fungi production is now gradually forming a new industrial operation around our city.

On the basis of technical training, a cooperative network of edible fungi techniques has been established with our institute as the leading unit to provide technical consulting and supply edible fungi seed for over 750 members of the cooperative network. We also produce a bimonthly journal on edible fungi. It enables the edible fungi information service to have long-term, fixed goals.

Through the information feedback of the members of the cooperative network, our institute can understand and master problems existing in edible fungi production in rural areas, and forecast developing trends and prospects for the future. This circulation of information exploitation is pushing the development of the edible fungi industry in our city. By the exploitation and utilization of scientech information, the service function of agri-scientech information has been strengthened. In the past few years our institute has attained a net income of over 80 thousand yuan, through information activating, technique transferring, training courses, setting up cooperative services, providing edible fungi seed and technical consultation, etc. Implementing a fee-based information service may also promote the self-construction of our institute.